Michael Tan
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michaeltan.design

michael@michaeltan.design

I am a designer who approaches problem solving with a user centered
methodology. My journey to design started when I was young, I always

linkedin.com/in/michael-tan-design

loved building crafty solutions to things that I believed shouldn’t be as
complicated. As a designer, it is my goal to build experiences that affect
the user in a meaningful way, to make the complex, simpler.

Fusion92

Skills

UX/UI Designer 06/19 -

Present

User interviews


I work in an agile environment, focusing on clients needs from strategy to

Domain research


implementation. My clients range from large corporations to small start

Competitive analysis


ups. I focus on the user centered design methodology and implementing

User persona synthesis


them across a variety of projects.

Affinity mapping

Content audit


Designation

Heuristic evaluation


UX/UI Designer 09/18 - 3/19

Wireframing


I worked with and learned from industry experts in a 6 month program
focusing on a user centered design process in an agile methodology. I
worked

with

multiple

client

projects

for

both

mobile

and

web

Prototyping

Site/app mapping

Task/user flows

Concept testing


applications.

Usability testing

Responsive web design


Homebuddy

Mobile design


My team worked with a startup company named Homebuddy to

HTML/CSS

create a web application. My work focused on the research,
synthesis, prototyping and testing of the product. I used a user
centered approach in creating a platform for users to see all of
their home information, schedule appointments and have a
specific appliance history of everything in their home.

Tools
Sketch

Axure RP

Figma


Eric

Carle Museum

My team worked with the

Eric Carle Museum to execute a refresh

InVision

Marvel


of their current website. My work focused on the evaluation of the

Keynote


current website, and designing ways to solve their core user’s

Realtime Board


problems. I employed a user centered approach to the redesign

Logic Pro X


and creation of the product.

Finale

Mother McAuley

High School

Director of Orchestras 12/14 - 6/18

Education

My work included the instruction of classical stringed instrument

St. Xavier University


technique to 9th through 12th graders. I focused on playing with an

B. M. in Music Education 


ensemble, music history, theory and music interpretation. My environment

2009 - 2014

included students with multiple learning styles and other teachers that
worked together with me on multiple big projects and concerts. I learned
a lot about mentorship, adaptability, and communication


